1 models of classical predicate logic was initiated by Rabin [9] and Malcev [6] in the 1960's. In the 1970's, Ershov's school in Russia and Nerode's school in the United States began the systematic use of the priority method to determine whether or not classical constructions can be made computable throughout mathematics, in such areas as vector spaces, orderings, boolean algebras, abelian groups, elds, rings, and models of classical rst order logic.
We refer the reader to Nerode-Remmel [7] , Hazarinov [5] and Millar [8] for surveys.
Things are more complicated for the model theory of intuitionistic logic. There are several model theories for intuitionistic logic with quite dierent avors. One is lambda calculus models, leading to the work of Girard and of Martin Lof on typed lambda calculi, or, as D. Scott has observed, equivalently leading to closed cartesian categories (untyped lambda calculi). In such models existential quantiers are interpreted as functionals (lambda terms). A second style of model is Kripke and Beth models. A third is the topological models as introduced by Rasiowa and Sikorski from prior work of Tarski, for their early 1950's proof of completeness of intuitionistic predicate logic within classical mathematics.
All these classes of models are adaquate to give classical proofs of completeness of intuitionistic predicate logic, although the literature is especially opaque when you look for the equivalences and proofs of completenss (see the work of Lauchli and also of D. Scott). There is also a bodyof work on constructive proofs of completeness of predicate intuitionistic logic. These are based on a very careful choice of denition of model and a very careful formulation of the statement of completeness. These proofs use so-called feeble (in plain English, contradictory) models, see Troelstra These are the prime lters P for which there is a non-zero element 6 2 P such that every element not less than or equal to is in P.
A function is computable if there is a Turing machine which computes it.
We denote the set of all natural numbers by !. A subset of natural numbers is computable if its characteristic function is computable. A set of natural numbers is computably enumerable (c.e.) if it is the range of a computable function. We refer to Soare [11] for the basic computability theory. We x an eective enumeration 0 ; 1 ; : : : of all computable partial functions. We call numberxan index of x . We also use the {notation for functions.
Decidable Kripke Models
Let L =< P n 0 0 ; : : : ; P n k k : : : ; c 0 ; c 1 ; : : : > be acountable rst order language without any function symbols. We suppose that the language L is computable, that is the set of constants C = fc 0 ; c 1 ; : : : g and the function n ! n k are computable. We denote the set of all sentences of L by S n ( L ). To motivate our next notions we need to expand on the classical proof of this theorem. Exact proofs can be found in [3] or [10] . The proof is based on constructing so-called "prime theories" containing T. These are theories in languages obtained by adding to the original L innitely many new constant symbols. Informally, these theories are the "prime lters with witnesses" of the distributive lattice which is the Lindenbaum algebra dened by intuitionistic deducibility in T. The >From this lemma we obtain that in frame M, the state of knowledge P(i; ; ) forces a sentence if and only if belongs to P(i; ; ). By Corollary 2.1, we get that the forcing in M is a computable set. Hence the frame is decidable. Moreover, by the previous lemma we see that for any 2 S n ( L ), is deducible from T if and only if is forced in frame M.
Hence the theorem is proved. 
